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We have used multiconfiguration self-consistent-field theory to determine indirect nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constants. The Fermi contact, spin dipole, and paramagnetic spin-orbit 
contributions are evaluated as multiconfiguration linear response functions at zero frequency 
and the diamagnetic spin-orbit contribution as an average value of the multiconfiguration 
wave function. Sample calculations on HD and CH4 demonstrate that most of the correlation 
contributions can be recovered in relatively small complete active space (CAS) reference state 
calculations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The energy shift that has its origin in the electron-cou
pled interactions between two nuclear spins IN and IN' may 
be expressed as 

(1) 

where J NN' is the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling con
stant and the summation is over all pairs of magnetic nuclei. 
Ramsey showed that J NN' has four contributions, one being 
an average value of the diamagnetic spin-orbit (DSO) oper
ator and the three others second-order contributions involv
ing the Fermi contact (FC), the spin dipole (SD), and the 
paramagnetic spin-orbit (PSO) operator,l In early ab initio 
calculations of the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling con
stants, the second-order contribution originating from the 
Fermi-contact operator was thought to be dominant. Recent 
applications have shown that the size of the contributions 
depends strongly on the molecule considered and that none 
of the terms can be a priori neglected (consider, e.g., the 
nitrogen molecule where both the SD and PSO contributions 
are larger in magnitude than the FC contribution2

). The 
Fermi-contact term is the most difficult to evaluate. It re
quires tight basis functions to appropriately describe the spin 
density at the nuclei and it cannot be described properly at 
the Hartree-Fock level. The early ab initio calculations of 
J NN' were therefore discouraging. Later applications where 
all terms have been considered and where a higher level of 
correlation has been used, have shown that spin-spin cou
pling constants can be calculated accurately using ab initio 
methods. In particular, the second-order polarization pro
pagator approximation (SOPP A ) and its coupled-cluster 
extension (CCSDPPA) have given accurate ab initio nu
clear spin-spin coupling constants. These methods have 
their origin in perturbation theory with the fluctuation po-

.) Present address: Institute of Physics and Measurement Technology, Lin
kiiping University, S-58183 Linkiiping, Sweden. 

tential as perturbation operator and their major application 
range are therefore molecules with small static correlation 
effects. In this communication we use multiconfiguration 
linear response (MCLR) theory to determine the nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constants. The multiconfiguration self
consistent-field (MCSCF) method is capable of describing 
electronic systems with large static correlation effects, thus 
making it possible to calculate spin-spin couplings for a larg
er variety of molecules. 

The DSO contribution is evaluated as an average value 
with respect to the MCSCF reference state while the second
order contributions from the PSO, FC, and SD operators are 
obtained as multiconfiguration linear response functions at 
zero frequency. The PSO contributions are obtained from 
singlet linear response functions (the PSO operator is a ten
sor operator of rank zero in spin space) and the FC and SD 
contributions from triplet linear response functions (the FC 
and SD operators are tensor operators of rank one in spin 
space). 

The evaluation of the nuclear spin-spin coupling con
stants are implemented as part of our multiconfiguration 
response program. It is designed to treat large configuration 
spaces and large orbital basis sets. Direct, iterative tech
niques are used to solve the response matrix equations. The 
evaluation of the singlet multiconfiguration linear response 
function is described in Ref. 3 and the evaluation of the trip
let multiconfiguration linear response function is given in 
Ref. 4. 

In the next section we briefly summarize the theory 
which is necessary to evaluate the nuclear spin-spin cou
pling constants. In Sec. III we report sample calculations on 
the hydrogen and methane molecules. The last section con
tains some concluding remarks. 

II. THEORY 

The spin-spin coupling constant J NN' is defined in terms 
of a spin-spin coupling tensor 

JNN , = 1 Tr JNN , • (2) 
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The contributions to the spin-spin coupling tensor fall natu
rally into two classes, the orbit coupled the interactions and 
the electron spin coupled interactions. The first class, the 
orbit coupled interaction contain the DSO and PSO Hamil
tonians 

e'- (f.l )2 Hoso = -- __ 0 L YNYN' 
2m; 41T nNN' 

H e f.lo ~ I InN 
pso =--£oJYN N~' 

m~ 41T nN ?.N 
(4) 

where r nN = r n - r N is the displacement of electron n rela
tive to nucleus N and InN = r nN XPn is the orbital angular 
momentum of electron n relative to nucleus N. The DSO 
contribution is evaluated as an expectation value and the 
PSO contribution as a second-order energy expression. 

The second class of terms involves the SD and FC Ham-
iltonians 

f.lBg~ f.lo ~ 3(sn"rnN)(rnN"IN) - ~Nsn"IN 
Hso=---£oJ YN , 

Ii 41T nN r"N 

(5) 

H f.lBg~ 2f.lo ~ l:( ) I 
Fe = ---£oJ YNu r nN Sn" N' 

Ii 3 nN 
(6) 

which both contribute to second order in perturbation theo
ry. 

The second-order energy correction due to a time-inde
pendent perturbation V can be expressed in terms of a linear 
response function at zero frequency 

€2)=H(V;V».,_o. (7) 

Its evaluation for an MCSCF reference wave function has 
been described previously for singlee and triplet perturba
tions" of a singlet reference state. In our case the PSO opera
tor is a singlet perturbation operator and the FC and SC 
operators triplet perturbation operators. 

We give below the working equations for the evaluation 
of the second-order contributions to the nuclear spin-spin 
coupling parameters. In what follows greek superscripts de
note the spherical components of a vector operator and ro
man superscripts Cartesian components. The description of 
electronic spin is simplified by using the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem. Consider first the FC term in second quantization 

(8) 

I If,; are the spherical components of the nuclear spin opera
tors, 

11 = (9) 

(10) 

(11 ) 

and 

t 
SI = _ apaaqp fl 

pq {i' (12) 

t t I!. = apaaqa - appaqp Ii 
pq 2 ' 

(13) 

t 
S - 1 = appaqa fl, 

pq {i (14) 

are the components of the triplet orbital excitation tensor 
operator. The ON;pq are the integrals of the Dirac delta func
tion at nucleus N, 

(15) 

The second-order energy involves the sum over all allowed 
triplet states tP'K, 

E~~ = (f.lBge 2J.lO)2 L YNYN' L ( - 1)}l + v1~1 N' v 
Ii 3 NN' }lV 

XL (OIl:pqON;pqs;}lI¢~) (¢~ 1l:,..ON,;,..s;:'IO). (16) 

K,u Eo-EK 

It follows from the Wigner-Eckart theorem that the non
vanishing terms in Eq. (16) satisfy f.l = v = u. Furthermore, 
we have the simplifications 

(Olsp~}ll~) = (- l)}l(OI~ltP~), 

(~I~IO) = (tP~I~IO). 

Substituting this into Eq. (16) we obtain 

(2) (f.lBge 2f.lo)2 ~ ~ ( 1)}l1 -1!.l 
EFC = --- £oJ YNYN' £oJ - N N' 

Ii 3 NN' }l 

(17) 

(18) 

X') (OIl:pqON;pq~ltP~)(tP~ll:rsON';rs~IO). (19) 

-T' Eo - EK 

We may now identify the Fermi-contact contribution to the 
spin-spin coupling constant as 

J~Cj., =NFcgNgN,«ON;ON'».,=O' (20) 

where 

(21) 
pq 

We have here rewritten the magnetogyric ratios in terms of 
the dimensionless g factors, YN = gNf.lNlfl, with f.lN being 
the nuclear magneton, which gives the constant NFC 

N = (f.lBge 2f.lo f.lN)2 
FC fl 3fl 

(22) 

Similarly, the Cartesian kl component of the spin-dipole ten
soris 

3 

J SO;kl N ~ «rki.rli » NN' = so gNgN , £oJ !> N,!> N' '" = 0 , (23) 
i=l 

where 

ki _ ~ (PI 3x~x:V - ttOki I )f!. 
SN-£oJ r. q pq' 

pq N 
(24) 

where Oki is the Kronecker delta and 

Nso = (PBge ../:!:Q.. PN )2 
fl 41T fl 

(25) 
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The paramagnetic contribution is given as 

Jr;fi.;kl = - NpSOgNgN' «A. ~;A. ~,»., = 0 , 

where the constant is 

N, _ (~ 1!:.Q .. J l N )2 
pso - me 41r Ii 

and the operator 

A. ~ = L (PI (rN ~ V)k Iq)Epq 
pq N 

is expressed in terms the singlet excitation operators 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Epq = a!,.aqa + a'J,paq{3 • (29) 

Finally the DSO contribution is given by the expectation 
value 

(30) 

where now 

Noso = (~~ f.lN)2 (31) 
me 41T Ii 

and Dpq is the first-order reduced density matrix. 
From the perturbation analysis, one also has the possi

bility of indirect nuclear self-interactions, but tradition has 
been to avoid these terms since the empirical spin Hamilto
nian used to interpret the spectra does not include them. 
Furthermore, for the DSO interaction one would need a 
more sophisticated description of the magnetic vector poten
tial near the nucleus since the dipole approximation breaks 
down so that Eq. (3) leads to divergent integrals for N = N'. 

We finish this section with a comment on the evaluation 
of the spin-spin coupling integrals. The calculation of FC 
integrals is trivial, involving only the evaluation of the Gaus
sian functions at the nuclear positions. The SD integrals are 
evaluated in terms of field-gradient integrals using the 
McMurchie-Davidson scheme.s Since the field-gradient op
erator contains both SD and FC contributions 

Vx mXr = (3rr - rl + ~15(r»).m 
~ r 3 

(32) 

we must subtract the FC contributions from the calculated 
field-gradient integrals to obtain the SD integrals. Tradition
ally, the SD and FC contributions to the calculated spin
spin coupling parameters are quoted separately. For anisot
ropies, there is also a contribution from the cross-term FCI 
SD. But if we are only interested in total couplings and iso
tropies, there is no need for this since all information is con
tained in Eq. (32). The PSO integrals are evaluated in the 
McMurchie-Davidson scheme by a small modification of 
our implementation of spin-orbit integrals described in Ref. 
6. The DSO integrals are evaluated using the method de
scribed by Matsuoka et aU The method includes a numeri
cal integration using a one-dimensional 4O-point Legendre 
quadrature and scaling factor of m = 0.75. All integrals are 
evaluated over symmetrized orbitals and operators in the 
largest Abelian subgroup of the molecular point group. 

III. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 

We have carried out sample calculations of the nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constants for HD and CH4 • Correlated 
results have previously been reported for these systems using 
the SOPPA and CCSDPPA approaches. 

All physical constants and conversion factors were tak
en from Cohen and TaylorS to obtain spin-spin coupling 
constants in Hz. The bare integral expressions in Eqs. (20), 
(23), (26), and (30) are then multiplied by the following 
factors: 

NFC = 97.343 06, 

Nso = 1.386 97 , 

Npso = Noso = 1.383 76 . 

The difference between the SD and the two PSO and DSO 
factors arises from the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
electron. Sometimes this is neglected, as for instance in the 
original equations by Ramsey.! This introduces an error of 
the order a (the fine-structure constant), consistent within 
this level of perturbation theory. We have, however, chosen 
to use the experimental (or equivalently the QED) value. 

A. The spin-spin coupling constant of HD 

Oddershede et af. have carried out extensive calcula
tions of the nuclear spin-spin coupling constants of HD, 
examining the effect of correlation and basis set saturation.9 

We have carried out calculations using two of the basis sets 
of Oddershede et af.; basis set A and basis set H. Set A is a 
lOs5p basis composed of Duijneveldt's lOs basis lO and a 5p 
set from Schulman and Kaufman. 11 This basis is used to 
calibrate our approximate correlated calculations since full 
configuration interaction (FCI) results can straightfor
wardly be obtained within this basis. Basis set H is an exten
sion of basis A with two d functions (with exponents 2.0 and 
5.0) and four tight s functions (exponents 5000, 15000, 
50 000, and 150 (00) added. Basis H was believed by Odder
shede et af. to introduce errors smaller than ± 0.1 Hz. Ana
lyzing their results we find that this basis is saturated with 
respect to sand p functions. Adding a tight d function (expo
nent 12.6), Oddershede et af. found that the SD value 
changed by 0.06 Hz (see results of basis Hand M in Table I 
of Ref. 9). To saturate thed space we have successively add
ed mored functions to basisH (see Table I). We also investi
gated the importance of the! functions by adding to basis Q 
single! functions with various exponents (basis set R-Vin 
Table I). In all cases we carried out calculations using SCF 
and two CAS wave functions, except for the calculations 
involving! functions where we restricted ourselves to the 
largest CAS. The two active spaces are (2ag 11Tu lau ) for 
CAS I and (4ag21Tu2au I1Tg) for CAS II. The active spaces 
were designed based on an MP2 natural orbital occupation 
number analysis. 

The calculated contributions to the spin-spin coupling 
constant are given in Table I. The SD contribution decreases 
by about 0.1 Hz adding the d(0.8) function (basis N) and 
increases by 0.1 Hz adding the d ( 12.8). Adding the diffuse 
d(0.27) has little effect, while the d(37.8) lowers the SD 
value by 0.05 Hz. Only smaller effects are observed adding 
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TABLE I. The Fermi contact (FC), spin dipole (SD), paramagnetic (PSO), and diamagnetic spin-orbit 
(DSO) contributions to the spin-spin coupling constants for various basis sets and correlation levels for HD. 

Correlation level Basis set FC SD PSO 

HF A (I0s5p) 52.013 0.468 0.778 
H (l4s5p2d) 53.234 0.574 0.830 
N [H + d(0.8») 53.233 0.486 0.833 
o [N + d(l2.6») 53.233 0.589 0.833 
P [0 + d(0.27») 53.232 0.578 0.834 
Q [P + d(37.8») 53.231 0.525 0.834 
Q 1 [Q + d(0.09») 53.229 0.524 0.834 
Q2[Q+d(1l2») 53.231 0.541 0.834 

CAS I A 39.533 0.283 0.750 
H 40.516 0.486 0.811 
N 40.509 0.401 0.817 
0 40.509 0.504 0.817 
P 40.506 0.494 0.818 
Q 40.506 0.440 0.818 
Q1 40.505 0.440 0.818 
Q2 40.505 0.458 0.818 

CAS II A 39.245 0.379 0.749 
H 40.243 0.484 0.811 
N 40.194 0.398 0.817 
0 40.194 0.501 0.817 
P 40.186 0.492 0.818 
Q 40.186 0.438 0.818 
Ql 40.185 0.438 0.818 
Q2 40.185 0.455 0.818 
R[Q + /(0.5») 40.185 0.438 0.818 
S[Q+/(1.0») 40.190 0.445 0.820 
nQ + /( 1.5») 40.193 0.451 0.822 
U[Q+/(4.5») 40.190 0.450 0.826 
V[Q+/(14.5») 40.186 0.437 0.818 

FCI A 39.189 0.379 0.749 

further d functions. It is seen that adding! functions (Basis 
R-V) have little effect on any of the contributions. Compar
ing the FCI and CAS II results for basis A, we find that the 
CAS II results are 0.06 above the FCI results. 

To introduce vibrational corrections we evaluated the 
spin-spin coupling constants at the 11 internuclear distances 
used by Oddershede et a/. (see Table II). Along the direction 
of increasing internuclear distance, static correlation be
comes more important so we would expect deviations from 

TABLE II. Internuclear distance dependence of the nuclear spin-spin cou-
pling constants ofHD (Hz). Calculated at the CAS II level for basis set o. 

R,au JFC ;So J Pso JOso Jtotal 

1.20 27.615 0.648 1.153 - 0.230 29.186 
1.25 31.088 0.630 1.056 - 0.266 32.508 
1.30 34.302 0.596 0.969 - 0.289 35.578 
1.35 37.320 0.551 0.889 - 0.302 38.459 
1.40 40.194 0.501 0.817 - 0.307 41.206 
1.45 42.970 0.452 0.752 - 0.308 43.867 
1.50 45.686 0.408 0.693 -0.304 46.483 
1.55 48.375 0.369 0.639 - 0.298 49.086 
1.60 51.068 0.338 0.590 - 0.289 51.707 
1.70 56.569 0.292 0.505 - 0.269 57.097 
1.80 62.383 0.261 0.433 - 0.246 62.831 

DSO Total 

- 0.320 52.939 
- 0.330 54.308 
- 0.330 54.222 
- 0.330 54.325 
- 0.330 54.314 
- 0.330 54.260 
- 0.330 54.257 
- 0.330 54.276 

-0.291 40.275 
- 0.305 41.508 
- 0.305 41.422 
- 0.305 41.525 
- 0.305 41.513 
- 0.305 41.459 
- 0.305 41.458 
- 0.305 41.476 

- 0.292 40.081 
- 0.307 41.231 
- 0.307 41.102 
- 0.307 41.205 
- 0.307 41.189 
- 0.307 41.135 
- 0.307 41.134 
-0.307 41.151 
-0.307 41.134 
- 0.308 41.147 
- 0.308 41.158 
- 0.310 41.156 
- 0.307 41.134 

- 0.292 40.025 

perturbation-based methods at large distances. However, in 
the range considered by us (1.20-1.80 bohr), we did not 
observe significant differences between our results and the 
results of Oddershede et a/. 

The vibrational-rotational wave functions were calcu
lated using the finite element method. 12 For the potential 
energy function we used a spline fit of the data of Kolos and 
Wolniewicz. 13 The integration of the nuclear spin-spin cou
pling constant over the wave function was obtained by a 
least-square fit of coupling constant data at the 11 internu
clear distances listed in Table II with linear, quadratic, and 
cubic polynomials, and integrating the numerical wave func
tion with these polynomials over all internuclear distances. 

TABLE III. Rotationally and vibrationally averaged spin-spin coupling 
constants (Hz) at 40 K. 

J(R. = 1.40 bohr) 
J(v=N=O) 
J(T=4OK) 
J(expt)" 
J(expt)b 

"Reference 14. 
bReference 15. 

41.21 
43.17 
43.18 
42.94 ± 0.04 
43.11 ± 0.Q2 
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TABLE IV. Electron correlation dependence on spin-spin coupling constants (Hz) ofCH4 at the experimen-
tal geometry rCH = 1.0858 A (Ref. 18). 

Coupling Method FC SD PSO DSO Total 

C-H SCF 155.90 -0.23 1.39 0.25 157.31 
CAS! 130.78 -0.08 1.31 0.26 132.27 
CAS II 123.53 0.02 1.48 0.27 125.30 
CCSDPPAa 122.12 -0.01 1.50 0.25 123.87 
Experimentb 120.78 ± 0.05 

H-H SCF - 27.69 0.44 3.63 -3.54 - 27.16 
CAS! - 21.26 0.36 3.56 - 3.50 - 20.84 
CAS II - 15.73 0.35 3.59 - 3.51 - 15.30 
CCSDPPAa -14.70 0.33 3.60 - 3.54 -14.31 
ExperimentC - 12.564 ± 0.004 

a Reference 17. 
b Reference 18. 
cReference 19. 

The linear, quadratic, and cubic polynomial fits gave results 
differing by less than 0.04 Hz. The reported results (Table 
III) are obtained using the cubic extrapolation scheme. 

The calculated vibrational contribution to the nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constant is very similar to the one found 
by Oddershede et al. From our calculated value of J( T = 40 
K) of 43.18 Hz we should subtract 0.06 Hz as suggested by 
the calibration of the FC contribution in basis set A. Odder
shedeetal. found a valueofJ(T= 40 K) of42.79 Hz. Based 
on the FCI calibration of basis set A the FC contribution in 
CCSDPPA was underestimated by 0.50 Hz, giving J( T 
= 40 K) of 43.30 Hz. The difference between the result we 

obtain and the one that would be obtained by Oddershede et 
al. is mainly due to the fact that Oddershede used the value 
2.0 for the electronic g factor. Both the results of Oddershede 
et al. using CCSDPP A and ours using MCLR suggest a nu
clear spin-spin coupling constant of about 43.15 Hz. Of two 
experimental results in the gas phase, 42.94(04) Hz by Beck
ett l4 and 43.111 (20) Hzby Neronov etal. ls our value agrees 
well with the latter. We don't claim to have that accuracy, so 
this agreement is most likely coincidental. Beckett's experi
ment was performed at the temperature 40 K. We don't have 
the corresponding value from Neronov's experiment, but 
since our calculated values hardly change in the range 0-40 
K, the temperature is not crucial for the sake of comparison. 

B. The spin-spin coupling constant of CH4 

The first ab initio calculations of the spin--spin coupling 
constants of methane were performed at the SCF level by 
Lazzaretti et al. 16 The importance of correlation was estab
lished by Geertsen et al. 17 Their CCSDPP A method reduced 
the coupling constants considerably compared to the SCF 
value, the C-H coupling by 20% and the H-H coupling by 
about a halfl 

We use basis B24 in Ref. 17, a [lOs5p4d /6s2p] set opti
mized to give an expected basis set error of ± 0.2 Hz. It 
includes tight s functions to appropriately describe the FC 
term, and polarization functions for the noncontact terms. 
We have performed an SCF calculation, reproducing the 

results of Geertsen et al., and two CAS calculations. The HF 
configuration of methane is lai2ai It~ in the tetrahedral 
group Td • 

The choice of active spaces was based on a natural orbi
tal analysis of an MP2calculation. For CAS I (Table IV) the 
active space is (2a l , 2t2 ) and for CAS II (4a 1,3t2 ). We see 
the same trends as Geertsen et al.; a decrease in the absolute 
values by 20% for the C-H coupling and by 44% for the H
H coupling, as compared to the SCF values. We also note 
that correlation hardly changes the value of the DSO contri
bution. We recover about 80% of the correlation contribu
tion for the FC term in the CAS II calculations. Our results 
are very similar to the CCSDPP A results with our FC con
tribution being about I Hz above the CCSDPPA value. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that the indirect NMR spin-spin cou
pling constants can be efficiently evaluated in a multiconfi
guration linear response framework. The sample calcula
tions indicate that most of the correlation contributions can 
be recovered in rather small CAS reference state calcula
tions. We have essentially reproduced previously reported 
values calculated from SOPPA and CCSDPPA methods. 
These methods rely on molecular states that are reasonably 
described at the SCF level. The strength of the MCLR ap
proach is its capability to describe systems where near-de
generacy correlation is important. 
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